
High Places Of Anu

Midnite

High places of anu:
Yayyy yay yay yay (2x)

For the balance ventric I'm seeking too
Covenant keepers megalithick more be true
The high places of anu, ras a guide through
For a work ethic, brotherhood peace
For governments in a righteousness ease
With the rare reality upon the table
Have no proper into false sense of security
Just the progress that I'n'I sheds myselfs to be
Praise jah rastafari just as long as I am able, as I'm able, as I'm a
ble, 
Just as long as I'm able

Politician will a wrong will be humble
The world happiness want their syndignity
Them gon' take 'way everything from are we
And I'n'I still the lightest version into more and long stability
Yayy, seeen, yaay, even wicked minds will not bleed
As a fugitive praying for safety
That's how the king set up to three sixty
Seeking the good god for mercy
Seeking the good god for mercy
Seeking jah rastafari for mercy
Yay yay yay yay ya yay yaay

Bare witness the rastafari lion offsprings
It's not a matter of rather you want to belief
King selassie I actualise the biblical prophecies
Jah proceed judgement to visibility
Yeahh, yayy yayy, yeah, yea yay
Even wicked minds will undertake
As a fugitive praying for safety
That's how the whole thing set up to three sixty

Seeking the good god for mercy
Seeking rastafari for mercy
Yeaaah yaaay yaayy yeah

When the popculture overdrive all policious filthy
After imagine an agitated for Human dignity
It's not how I'n'I to be
Such a killing materialistic mentality
The look of sharing with everything, with everything... 
With the rare reality upon the table
Not no complient false sense of security
Just the progress that I'n'I she'd myselfs to be
Praise jah rastafari just as long as I am able, as I'm able, long as 
I'm
Able, just as long as I'm able, as I am able, as I am able
Let man a backway I said I'm able
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